Drill-Tek’s Advanced Centralizer

is an engineered, elastomeric, shock-reducing fin.
It has been field-proven for almost a decade with
laboratory tests to back it up. Independent testing
has shown a 400% reduction in transmitted shock
and vibration into the MWD tool string. Reduced
fatigue means a longer life for your equipment.
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Cut lines indicate the proper
sizing of the fin to ensure
proper contact with the collar
and correct flow past the MWD
tool string. No jigs or tools to
cut a straight line.
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Tri-Blade reflex system reduces
the damaging effects of shock
and vibration while allowing
proper centralization in multiple
collar sizes. It will adjust to fit,
maintaining contact with pipe.
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DynaQual Test Labs, an industry leader in shock
and vibration testing has independantly tested
and the results demonstrated when compared
to traditional MWD centralization fins Drill-Tek’s
advanced centralizer was a clear winner in the
reduction of shock and vibration in the band of
frequencies found while drilling.

Some benefits of the Advanced design
Retrievable & resettable
No fin cutter required
Adapts to collar size
Easy to service
Long life
Proprietary blend of
special polymers to
reduce shock

Flow indicator aids the operator
in assembly, showing the
direction the mud flows past the
MWD tool string. Prevents the
operator from damage caused
by assembling tool upside down

Drill-Tek’s Advanced Centralizer Fin holds the MWD
tool string securely in the center of the collar. Engineered
to replace the standard bow-spring and rubber fin, lab
results have shown a 400% reduction of shock and
vibration transmitted into the MWD tool string.
Drill-Tek MWD is a leading provider of advanced measurement
while drilling (MWD) equipment. With field proven equipment,
experienced field and technical trainers we provide support
and equipment to the upstream drilling industry.
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